BUCSanalytics for transactions

M&A due diligence requires data input from many sources. It’s a
challenge to inspect information from multiple software platforms and
high costs and uncertainty. Additional BI tools that provide inaccurate or
incomplete data analytics and actionable insights extend the burden well
beyond deal closing.
BUCSanalytics empowers you to gain true insights to maximize your
investment value while allowing your team to focus on critical decisions
and deal sourcing rather than assembling and preparing data.

BUCSanalytics’ cloud-based platform leverages data to accelerate the M&A process from initial,
pre-deal due diligence to post-deal, decision guidance, monitoring and execution.

Rapid due diligence and
cost savings

In-depth risk and
opportunity analysis

growth planning

Expedite your due diligence
processes by eliminating
manual spreadsheet-driven
analysis and human error.

Discover, quantify and plan for
potential present or future risks
and opportunities across any
business dimension.

Develop an actionable strategy
to capitalize on cash generating
opportunities to maximize
value upon deal closing.

Monitoring and tracking

Full picture transparency

Easy, ongoing reporting

Discover and track
improvement opportunities in
customer management, sales,
working capital and capital
expenditures.

View analysis and visualizations

Quickly compile and deliver
critical information for key
decision makers, managers and
investors in an intuitive format.

performance metrics across
multiple business processes and
data sources.

www.BUCSanalytics.com

ACQUIRE

BUCS features out-of-the-box integration with leading ERP and accounting systems. The solution also
expands to leverage CRM, operational, project, payroll and other systems data.

–Drill down to individual transaction level

– Access your cloud-based insights anywhere

–Explore data in visual and tabular views

– Update data and analysis as needed

–Create custom analysis as needed

Fast and accurate
analysis to guide deal
selection and decisions

Next-steps preparation
Identify growth opportunities,
create roadmap and
post-deal planning

Due diligence
Sales, operational and

Compile and publish critical
business information for
decision makers

safeguard investment

%
sales increase

$

k

software investment savings

Optimize and grow
Implement improvements
in sales, working capital,
HR and beyond
Plan execution
Shift efforts from manual
data entry and manipulation
to vision and action

%
inventory reduction
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